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The Israel Export & International Cooperation Institute (IEICI), 
supported by member firms, private sector bodies and the 
government of Israel, advances business relationships 
between Israeli exporters and overseas businesses and 
organizations.

By providing a wide range of export-oriented services 
to Israeli companies, and complementary services to the 
international business community, IEICI helps build successful 
joint ventures, strategic alliances and trade partnerships.

Israel has more than 500 consumer electronics and digital 
media companies whose offerings span the range of 
innovative solutions. They are active in the mobile device, 
smart home and smart TV, video and gaming, automotive, 
wearables, Internet of things and many other arenas. IEICI 
is committed to advancing the Israeli consumer electronics 
and digital media industries by bringing together Israeli 
companies and leading consumer electronics companies 
from around the world. 

Mrs. Lee Aviram Shoshany 
Manager, Digital Media
The Israel Export & International 
Cooperation Institute  
29 Hamered St.
Tel Aviv 68125, Israel

Tel  +972 3 514 2825 
leea@export.gov.il
www.export.gov.il
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Israel's Foreign Trade Administration at the Ministry of 

Economy, is responsible for managing and directing the 

international trade policy of the State of Israel. The Foreign 

Trade Administration operates over 40 economic missions 

in countries all over the world, each with a team dedicated 

to fostering trade and investment between local companies 

and Israeli companies.

Gili Ovadia
Consul, Head of  Economic and  
Trade Mission to the West Coast |      
The Israeli Ministry of Economy

Tel  + 415 986 2701
Gilio@israeltrade.gov.il

israeltradeca.org

www.israel-trade.net

Foreign Trade Administration
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Solution at a Glance
CES 2017 Innovation Award Honoree 2breathe Sleep Inducer is a 2nd Gen digital therapeutic device. It adopts the 
patented guided breathing technology of RESPeRATE, the world’s only FDA-cleared, non-drug hypertension treatment 
device, into a smart device and mobile app for better sleep.

The product is innovative and has impact on the market place 
CES 2017 Innovation Award Honoree 2breathe Sleep Inducer takes the wearable and health trackers to the next level 
- Digital Therapeutics Devices. 

2breathe uses smart, connected technology to deliver the ancient wisdom of sleep-inducing breathing exercises in 
an easy and effective manner. Guiding tones composed from the user’s breathing prolong exhalation to reduce neural 
sympathetic activity and induce sleep.

2breathe grew out of RESPeRATE, the world’s only FDA-cleared non-drug hypertension treatment device. When users 
reported that it also improved their sleep, we adopted the technology to create 2breathe Sleep Inducer.

Our Offering 
Tel-Aviv based 2breathe Technologies Ltd. and its founders are pioneers in the development of digital therapeutic 
devices, first for hypertension and now for sleeplessness. 

The original product, RESPeRATE is the world’s first FDA-cleared, non-drug hypertension treatment device now used 
by hundreds of thousands of patients worldwide and featured in the American Heart Association statement on non-
pharmacological treatments. 

The new product, 2breathe™, adopts RESPeRATE real-time coaching guided-breathing technology for individuals who 
have difficulty sleeping. 

Company References & Strategic Partners
  Teijin Pharma Ltd.

2breathe Technologies Ltd.
www.2breathe.com

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u7qVC62etmI
http://www.2breathe.com
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Solution at a Glance
Alango’s DSP algorithms and software enhances the fidelity of the user’s voice whether talking to a human or automatic 
speech recognition system.  Technologies portfolio includes speech enhancement with single and multi-microphone 
noise reduction, stereo echo cancellation, personalized hearing enhancement, audio enhancement. 

The product is innovative and has impact on the market place 
Established in 2002, Alango is the oldest independent company offering the richest portfolio of pre/post processing 
DSP technologies for Voice, Audio, Hearing.  Alango also offers unique technologies for product differentiation 
including:

• Automatic Volume and Equalization - dynamic noise mitigation
• EasyListen - slows speech in real time
• ListenThrough - alertness feature

Alango’s software is optimized for usage of available resources and minimal power consumption, which is adaptable 
to a multitude of different designs and ported to all major DSP and MCU cores.

Our Offering 
Voice and audio enhancement DSP solutions for Automotive hands free systems, Bluetooth communication headsets, 
Mobile phones, Tablets, Assistive listening, Hearing enhancement devices and other applications are supported with 
the following technologies:

• Adaptive Dual Microphone and Microphone Arrays
• Noise Suppression
• Echo Cancellation
• Acoustic Feedback Reduction
• Adaptive Wind Noise Reduction
• Automatic Gain and Volume Control
• Multi-channel Dynamic Range Compression
• Intelligent Speech Mixer
• MuRefiner Music Enhancement
• Speech Recognition Enhancement

Fully customizable and tunable DSP processing libraries, including:

• VCP - Voice Communication Package, for human communication
• VEP - Voice Enhancement Package, for machine (ASR) communication
• MuRefiner - music enhancement for mobile device
• IVC - in-car voice communication

Additional solutions for Hearing Enhancement, Audio Enhancement, and 
Sound Personalization.

Company References & Strategic Partners
  Analog Devices    ARM, Cadence    CEVA    NXP    Qualcomm    Synopsys

Alango Technologies
www.alango.com

https://youtu.be/VvO6EQ5Nm94
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Solution at a Glance
Beyond Verbal has developed a specialized, scientific approach for evaluating the human voice.  By listening to the 
intonations and modulations of the human voice – we are now able to understand speaker’s true emotions and 
potentially even derive health insights in a non-intrusive, continuous and passive manner. 

The product is innovative and has impact on the market place 
The market trend is moving more and more to voice based human interface. Now you have the technology to enhance 
your voice-powered device, system or  app with the ability to understand and analyze emotions, well-being and even 
health. 

Our technology is able to monitor and track emotional well being and health overtime in a passive, continuous and 
non-intrusive manner, making it super user friendly and cost - effective. 

You can turn any device into an emotional sensor - all that is needed is a micro-phone and an internet connection. 

Our Offering 
Beyond Verbal technology can understand a variety of different emotional features, ranging from 432 combined 
emotions, attitude scores that include a speaker’s level of Arousal, Valence and Temper and high-level mood categories 
such as anger, sadness and happiness. 

What truly makes our software so informative is the granularity in which we are able to understand a speaker’s 
emotions. 

As humans it is easy to understand when someone is angry. Where Beyond Verbal's technology ads the most value is 
in cases where devices or applications are not able to understand even a simple mood such as anger. 

We are now able to make Artificially Intelligent devices, a little more Emotional.

If you ask Siri today, how you are feeling, she would not be able to give you an accurate response. By adding Emotions 
Analytics to voice driven devices, voice assistants or bots, they would be able to respond to you in a way that is relevant 
to your existing emotional state. So in the future, when you ask a voice virtual assistant, such as Apple Siri or Amazon 
Alexa, how you are feeling, she would be able to respond to you with an insightful understanding of what you really 
need. With a response such as “You seem sad should I schedule a work out for you later today or should I call your 
friend,  he always seems to cheer you up.”

www.beyondverbal.com

Beyond Verbal

https://youtu.be/aWFWIU9GXSw
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Solution at a Glance
Cinem2Go has developed a unique optical solution for Head Mounted Display (HMD) to transform tinny (Smartphone) 
display into virtual Cinema-Theater screen.

The product is innovative and has impact on the market place 
It resolved the limitations of watching VoD on mobiles and has developed a dedicated HMD called MoGo (an 
abbreviation of Movie-on-the-Go), which provides its users with previously unmet Cinematic Experience for watching 
movies on any smartphone (Anything, Anytime, Anywhere).

In addition, MoGo was found to generate an excellant solution for First Person View (FPV) for piloting of Unmanned 
Autonomous Vehicles (UAV).

Our Offering 
imitations. With Cinem2Go's unique optics installed in MoGo, it provides its users with previously unmet Cinematic 
Experience for watching movies on any smartphone and without the need for special application. The HMD market is 
dominated by split screen (or side by side) technology utilizing maximum 25% of screen pixels for 16:9 2D movies, 
where video is scaled down and doubled for each eye by dedicated software harming Cinematic Experience because of 
pixelated image, side effects and battery drainage. On the other hand, our patent pending optics used in MoGo works 
with the screen contents as is and preserves all pixels to provide crisp picture also avoiding side effects.

It was found that MoGo can be used also in the Drones and UAV market - Drones market demonstrated significant 
growth over the past few years, and expected to reach 2.5M prosumer drones to be sold by end of 2016. MoGo-
FPV (First Person View) is leveraging abilities of drone’s operators to be more precise and have much better results 
and experience. Cinema2Go has developed a proprietary software which provides unique advantages of piloting the 
drones with the MoGo-FPV. In addition to drones there are additional unmanned autonomous vehicles (UAV) in the air, 
ground, water and underwater. MoGo-FPV is good for any type of in-field operated UAV and Total Addressable Market 
(TAM) reaches dozens of millions of units. MoGo-FPV, which is next in pipe-line Cinema2Go product, will include built-in 
electronics and will be considered as Pro-Sumer product with high marketing margins. 

Company References & Strategic Partners
  Quanti     Parrot    Cimagine 

Cinema2Go
www.cinema2go.biz

C I N E M A 2 G O

https://youtu.be/2awWtxL9E7g
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Solution at a Glance
CMOO’s PeX and TeX modules allows to draw DC power from any standard 2-wires light circuit to enable CPU, wireless 
communications, touch display and multiple sensors on both ends of the circuit plus constant AC on the device side. 
CMOO keeps the device accessible even if the switch was turned off. Neutral wire in the switch side is not required.

The product is innovative and has impact on the market place 
CMee technology solves the installation barrier - it is a true breakthrough in home automation. In 50% of the cases (or 
more) there is no Neutral wire in the light switch so it is impossible to get DC power in the switch side.

CMOO’s no-new-wires solution extracts power on both ends to support multiple sensors, touch displays, wireless 
communications and other special accessories – even when the switch is at off state and assume there is no Neutral 
at the switch side.

By overcoming the installation barrier, we open the gate to multiple IoT products that are now deemed viable and 
affordable.

Our Offering 
CMee modules (PeX and TeX) for smart home automation are based on patented technology that allows to:
  Source DC power from standard lighting circuit
  Enable multiple sensors in the switch or bulb
  Get constant AC power on the bulb side regardless the switch state
  Maintain the prior operation of the wall switch and upgrade to IoT

Target applications where CMee modules adds substantial value:
  Smart light switch (multi gang & 3-way)
  Wall controller with touch display
  Thermostats, smoke detectors, IP cams and other sensors on both ends IoT cloud services
  Smart adapter for legacy devices
  Electrical Blinds
  Access control and security

The systems does not require Neutral or Battery in the switch side so it fits to 100% of the installations.

CMoo Systems
www.cm-oo.com
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Solution at a Glance
Wearable Real Time Monitoring , designed to respond to the needs of baby and geriatric care during the most critical 
stages of their lives. For babies it helps prevent Crib Death, Monitoring Hydration levels, Urine quantity and quality, 
minimize irritation to skin. For the elderly, monitor quality care, empowering confidence, Independence and dignity. 

The product is innovative and has impact on the market place 
No other product today can offer this kind of benefits to the elderly and baby's well-being and their caretakers peace 
of mind. Some products are point solutions for some specific elements, which must touch the skin and body defecation 
and are not reliable. No other product in the market can provide the scope and breath of information in one concise 
utility... with accurate ambient data with IOT technology.

Our Offering 
A world first unified technology platform with high reliability and low production cost along with strong IP rights that 
will enable to monitor vital information, in real time, by multiple users in home environment, hospitals and nursing 
homes all if that just by attach a device on top of a diaper or a cloth.

The company’s R&D is focused on providing solutions that empower parents and clinical teams to improve the quality 
of care for infants and the elderly; in hospitals, long-term care facilities, nursing homes and home environments. 

Geriatric care management (also known as "Aging Life Care" "elder care management", "senior health care 
management" and "professional care management") is the process of planning and coordinating care of the elderly 
and others with physical and/or mental impairments to meet their long term care needs, and improve their quality of 
life, in the least intrusive way possible.

Company References & Strategic Partners
Diaper manufacturers, Retail. private investment.

DigiSense
www.dg-sense.com

https://vimeo.com/188569406
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Solution at a Glance
Idomoo’s Personalized Video Platform empowers brands to communicate with customers in a highly relevant, engaging 
way through the use of Personalized Video. Achieve direct impact on engagement, conversion and retention when 
leveraging emotionally driven, one-to-one communications that only video can provide.

The product is innovative and has impact on the market place 
 Idomoo’s purpose-built video rendering engine, coupled with powerful yet simple authoring and editing tools, enable 
us to deliver cinematic quality, true native Personalized Videos at a mass scale and in high definition. Our open platform 
approach removes creative barriers by enabling any agency to work directly on our platform, ensuring the highest level 
creative is always available, whether be it animation, live action or any other type of content. 

Our Offering 
Idomoo’s Personalized Video platform provides dynamic, cinematic quality videos in an open and creative environment. 
The platform relies on a powerful, GPU-based rendering engine that can support any implementation, from high 
complexity, high def videos delivered in real time to standardized, self-serve solutions for SMBs. Idomoo’s Personalized 
Video solution make use of any available data in order to generate engaging personalized video messages for each 
customer in real time.

Idomoo’s advanced rendering engine supports all types of creative, from animation to live action and even 360 Video. 
Idomoo offers a user-friendly drag n’ drop web interface enabling easy campaign management and video asset editing 
that radically reduces the time to market.

Company References & Strategic Partners
Customers:
  Google    Microsoft    Quicken Loans    JP Morgan Chase    MasterCard    USAA    CompassBBVA    Bell    eMpower  
  TIAA    O2    AXA    Prudential    MetLife    CSAA    Cathay Pacific

Partners:
  Amdocs    BT    Fuji Xerox    Grey    Wunderman    Ogilvy    MediaCom

Idomoo
www.idomoo.com

https://youtu.be/680n5Voelck
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Solution at a Glance
Imagry has developed a visual recognition engine that can be embedded in any device, without the need for internet 
connectivity.  Imagry combines Cognitive Psychology with state-of-the-art technology in Deep Learning and has 
invented techniques to scale visual recognition while at the same time keeping the computational footprint very low.

The Smart Garden Hub, which is widely used by home owners, is also a perfect solution for professional gardeners, 
irrigation companies, commercial real estate, and municipalities.

The product is innovative and has impact on the market place 
smart cameras, particularity vision enabled, are crucial enabling elements of today’s autonomous machines, and mobile 
computer vision applications can only be possible at the edge device, running right behind the cameras recording the 
input. Imagry's unique product fits those principals.

Our Offering 
We support two kind of engines: classification engine and detection engine. 

Our super-fast engines enable on-device real-time understanding of visual information, enabling you to detect objects 
on your laptop, mobile, car, robot or wearable, as it is streamed, without the need for internet connectivity.

Our engines are large scale (thousands of objects), very accurate, work locally on the device, work on real life objects 
and flexible (new objects can be added easily and very fast without the need to retrain the engines from scratch).

We provide software development kits for Android and Linux. Our engines can be easily deployed on your product 
regardless of your platform.

Company References & Strategic Partners
Participated in Microsoft Accelerator.

Imagry 
www.imagry.co

https://youtu.be/DwWDupOW0OI
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Solution at a Glance
Kado is an innovative category of electric chargers. Our patent pending technology enables us to produce super-slim 
(3mm/0.09 inch), extra-small, ultra-lightweight and highly portable chargers for electronic devices.

The product is innovative and has impact on the market place 
Kado chargers set a new standard in the world of chargers. Our innovative power conversion technology enables us 
to design unique products which offer a whole new charging experience for laptops, tablets cellphones and other 
consumer devices. We eliminate the need to carry bulky, heavy and cumbersome power blocks with dangling cables.

Our Offering 
Kado produces a range of extremely portable chargers, easy to use and simple to store and carry: "Kado Wallet" for 
cellphones includes a charging unit and a customizable cable unit. "Kado Sleeve" for laptops, has two 2.1A Rapid-
Charge USB ports for charging an extra device. To further enjoy the Kado charging experience we also produce 
peripheral accessories.

Kado produces a range of extremely portable chargers, easy to use and simple to store and carry: "Kado Wallet" for 
cellphones includes a charging unit and a customizable cable unit. "Kado Sleeve" for laptops, has two 2.1A Rapid-
Charge USB ports for charging an extra device. To further enjoy the Kado charging experience we also produce 
peripheral accessories. 

KADO
www.kado.tech 
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Solution at a Glance
Meeba is the new connected doorbell that creates a personalized experience for welcoming guests to our home. 
Meeba greets the guest with a song of the host’s choice and over time with a unique song for each person that 
approaches.

The product is innovative and has impact on the market place 
Most of the solution are focusing on security , our solution is simple and focus to bring fun to the user.

Our Offering 
Affordable and easy to install and operate from anywhere with our user friendly app and designed to fit with a user’s 
unique lifestyle and needs - it can be muted during sleeping hours, push notifications sent, customized with different 
alerts at different times and set with IFTTT recipes.

And most significant it’s designed with accessibility in mind - synchronizing with visual aids and alerts from the hearing 
and visually impaired customized for their home and devices.

Yes we know that other solutions exist but neither of these systems can identify the person coming and personalize 
the ring for them - making it more pleasant, fun and entertaining.

Meeba
www.mee.ba

https://youtu.be/tPENv1t3zbQ
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Solution at a Glance
MySize is developing a revolutionary technology, based on patent-pending algorithms that use Smartphone sensors 
to accurately measure anything from everyday objects to body measurements.  The company’s main product, MySizeID, 
enables consumers to measure themselves, via their Smartphone, and match their measurements with a retailer’s size 
chart.

The product is innovative and has impact on the market place 
MySize is developing a revolutionary technology, based on patent-pending algorithms, that uses Smartphone sensors 
to accurately measure anything from everyday objects to a body measurements.  MySizeID, the company's flagship 
product, enables consumers to measure themselves, via the MySizeID App (without using a camera) on a Smartphone, 
and create a unique MySizeID.  Big Data Analysis then analyzes the data to provide the best size match between a 
consumer’s size and a retailer’s size chart.  As 30% of all online purchase are due to “fit”, the benefit of MySizeID is a 
highly reduced rate of returns and more customer satisfaction and loyalty.

Our Offering 
The MySize technology solution has applications for a range of industries that rely on accurate measurements, 
including the apparel, courier, DIY and utility app sectors.  MySizeID takes the guesswork out of online apparel shopping 
for consumers by matching a user’s unique size ID with a manufacturer's size chart, reducing returns for fit. BoxSizeID is 
an intuitive parcel measurement app that anyone can use to easily measure the size of a parcel with their Smartphone, 
calculate the shipping cost and arrange the pick-up route.  The company has also developed a B2C mobile App (iOS & 
Android), SizeUp, that lets users measure anything with their Smartphone. 

Company References & Strategic Partners
  Trucco: A Spanish Women’s apparel brand with over 250 points of sale in almost 23 countries.
  LSY: Yudofsky Fur & Leather, an established retailer of furs, leathers, shearlings, cashmere garments and unique 
accessories.

  Katz Shipping: the 2nd largest delivery company in Israel, with over 500 employees; handles over 5 millions packages 
a year.

MySize Inc.
mysizeid.com

http://mysizeid.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1CktX4K3MaI
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Solution at a Glance

Nano Dimension’s DragonFly 2020 printing platform for the production of professional multilayer printed circuit boards 
and 3D circuitry,  brings the benefits of 3D printing to electronics professionals. This platform, combines 3D inkjet, 
nanomaterials and software to produce circuit prototypes in-house, faster and more efficiently than outsourcing.

The product is innovative and has impact on the market place 
The DragonFly 2020 3D Printer developed by Nano Dimension makes it faster and easier than ever to build professional 
multilayer PCB and electronic circuit prototypes. This innovation enabler can 3D print the full range of  PCBs and other 
circuitry in house, within hours. It  offers the ability to print complex geometries that cannot be produced in any other 
way - without etching, drilling, plating or waste. You'll reduce PCB design and test cycles, from weeks to days, increase 
design flexibility and be independent of service providers. Plus you’ll avoid outsource manufacturing delays and  gain 
security of IP. 

Our Offering 
Nano Dimension (NASDAQ/TASE: NNDM), founded in 2012, focuses on development of advanced 3D printed 
electronics systems and advanced additive manufacturing. The company's primary products include the first 3D printer 
in development dedicated to printing professional multilayer PCBs (printed circuit boards) and 3D circuitry,  advanced 
nanotechnology-based conductive and dielectric inks as well as dedicated software.  Advantages include: Reduced 
PCB design and test cycles, from months or weeks to days and increased innovation allowing for quick advances in 
product development. Plus, with in-house 3D printing you can be independent of service providers, avoid outsourcing 
manufacturing delays and gain security of IP.

Company References & Strategic Partners
  FATHOM    Israeli Defense Company     Gartner

Nano Dimension 
www.nano-di.com

http://additivemanufacturing.com/2016/09/14/nano-dimension-marks-first-delivery-of-dragonfly-2020-3d-printer-to-the-united-states/
http://www.nano-di.com/investor-news/nano-di-supplies-first-dragonfly-2020-system-to-leading-israeli-defense-company
http://www.nano-di.com/blog/nano-dimension-made-it-onto-gartners-cool-vendors-list
https://fast.wistia.com/embed/iframe/i1oxikxkei
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Solution at a Glance
Radiomize Turns Any Car into A Connected Car, in seconds. With Radiomize's smart steering wheel cover, the digital 
driving experience is reinvented, by enabling: (i) In-wheel gesture control (ii) Read aloud incoming text messages (iii) 
Personalize music & news channels (iv) Active safety features.

The product is innovative and has impact on the market place 
Each day in the United States alone, over 8 people are killed and 1,161 injured in crashes that are reported to involve a 
distracted driver. Reference: http://goo.gl/60HD3  Radiomize (Patent Pending) is the world's first smart steering wheel 
cover turning any car into a smart car in seconds, reinventing the digital driving experience by making it safer and more 
enjoyable than before -  minimizing accidents caused by distracted driving by up to 23%.

Our Offering 
Our offering includes an innovative in-wheel gesture control infotainment-as-a-service, on a cutting-edge platform 
enabling: (1) In-wheel gesture control, (2) Read aloud incoming text messages, (3) personal playlist & news channels 
which learns user preferences, so drivers won’t need to fiddle with the radio while driving.  (4) Active safety monitoring 
features such as drowsy driving, lane departure, speed limit alerts and more. Embedded with text-to-speech 
technology and a matching mobile app, Radiomize Makes a Smart Car Out of any Steering Wheel. Since Distracted 
driving is the leading cause of car accidents across the United States - With Radiomize, safety no longer has to be 
comprised.

Company References & Strategic Partners
• IBM

Radiomize
www.radiomize.com

http://goo.gl/60HD3
https://youtu.be/8q5sHJ0qhAc
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Solution at a Glance
Wearable platform for social media enabling a new way to interact and self express.

The product is innovative and has impact on the market place 
We are addressing the basic emotional human need for self expression and social interaction. our mission is simple 
yet bold: to make wearables cool and relevant, integrating wearable-tech and social media in a way that will excite 
users and create a new type of ecosystem.
The result is Say - a game-changing wearable platform for social media that’s poised to change the way people express 
themselves in public, improve social interactions and helps them become part of a team…or as we like to call it a tribe.

Our Offering 
The Say Experience isn’t simply cool, it’s a new business modal that integrates brands and consumers and opens up a 
wide range of opportunities for marketers, developers and designers who wish to build exciting experiences on the 
Say platform. Say consumer products are designed to excite and inspire. With a wide variety of accessories and forms 
of expression, Say has exactly what you need.

For Business Say co-branded merchandise is custom designed to reinforce brand differentiation and perfect for 
keeping users happy and engaged.

Using wearable Technology & Devices we offer many uses: badge, pin, jewellry.

Bluetooth device to device communication and Tapping and proximity sensors enables may new uses for the wearable 
world not seen yet.

Company References & Strategic Partners
Backed by industry leading investors and advisors from companies such as Google, Facebook and Samsung. 
Participated at world leading accelerators NFXGuid and MassChallenge. We have a signed partnership agreement 
with world leading jewelry manufacturer Richline Group, Inc., a wholly-owned subsidiary of Berkshire Hathaway Inc.

Say Wear
saywearables.com

http://saywearables.com/
https://youtu.be/dGuNbVWVwWw
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TytoCare

Solution at a Glance
TytoCare is a complete telehealth experience that delivers easy, affordable, high quality telehealth visits, complete with 
medical exams of the heart, lungs, throat, ears, skin and temperature, all from the comfort of home.  

The product is innovative and has impact on the market place  
Until now, telehealth has been limited because clinicians had to rely on phone or video conferencing only to examine 
and diagnose a patient without the benefit of a physical exam. By providing vital physical exam data, Tyto extends the 
reach of the clinician beyond the four walls of the clinic, making it possible to closely replicate, from home, a face-to-
face visit to the doctor’s office.  

Consumers will benefit by having access to a physician and a comprehensive remote medical exam anytime and 
anywhere.  Benefits include: increased access to care, convenience, reduced wait times and reduction in unnecessary 
visits to the ER.

Our Offering 
TytoCare is a comprehensive telehealth solution that includes state-of-the-art digital tools for examining the ears, 
throat, skin, heart, lungs, and temperature and a cloud-based platform with video conferencing.  Examinations can 
be done in real time as part of a live video telehealth visit, or in advance of a telehealth session (“exam and forward”). 

We are introducing two new products:  TytoPro™ for clinicians to capture and share remote examination data, conduct 
a specialist consultation, or get a second opinion, and TytoHome™ for consumers to use at home to connect with a 
clinician.  TytoHome includes proprietary guidance technology that enables anyone to easily and reliably capture exam 
data at home.

www.tytocare.com

https://youtu.be/v8rwFMW5VhI
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